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Abstract--The xtension of N. Bourbaki's structural sets theory is suggested as an 
effective method for mathematical modelling. Canonical morphisms are introduced for 
structures of given species. Structural sets and their canonical morphisms constitute 
the category of a given structure. These constructions permit applications of effective 
algebraic methods of category theory to analysis of models. The methods developed in 
the article are applied to the systems theory suggested by author previously. Some 
results of the systems theory are presented. Applications of the developed methods are 
demonstrated in examples--a simplified hospital system, for instance. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Modern mathematics permits us to suggest general effective methods for mathematical 
modelling. N. Bourbaki suggested the Theory of Structural Sets as a basis for any math- 
ematical theory and developed all known mathematical theories on this basis. The Theory 
of Structural Sets appears to be rather effective for mathematical modelling. On the other 
hand, there is a need to develop effective methods for the analysis of models and their 
properties described by structures. 
In this article, a generalization f N. Bourbaki's Theory of Structural Sets is suggested, 
and for structural sets, arrays of mappings that satisfy the morphism's conditions are 
introduced by canonical means. These arrays are called canonical morphisms for the 
structure of a given species (or, simpler, for a given structure). Structural sets and their 
morphisms constitute the category of a given structure species (or structure). Therefore, 
effective algebraic methods of category theory can be applied to analysis of arising models. 
The category theory of structural sets suggested in this article is only a part of essential 
modelling methods. In general, natural objects are systems. And so, systems approach 
should be developed for modelling purposes. In this article, I develop a systems theory 
as I introduced it in 1973 in the USSR and that was partly published in [1], [2]. 
Some results of this article were published in the USSR when I was with the Institute 
of Integrated Automation i  Moscow, USSR, in the report of this institute[3]. It is difficult 
to overestimate he applications of suggested methods. 
2. SIMPLIFIED HOSPITAL STRUCTURE 
In this paragraph, I would like to demonstrate he main ideas of the general methods 
I suggest for developing mathematical models. I designed a mathematical model for a 
simplified hospital system. I chose this system because it is very distant from mathematical 
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practice, and, so, it needs its own mathematical methods for treatment. On the other hand, 
it is not difficult to realize some processes in such systems. 
2. I. Simplified hospital 
Our hospital, for example, consists of two rooms (departments), r, and r2. The first 
room, rl, cures the diseases dSl,, dS,2 and the second room, r2, cures the diseases dSzl, 
dS22. All of these diseases are supposed to be distinct. We suppose that there are one 
bed, b~, and two categories of specialized equipment e,1, e~z in the first room, and two 
beds, b21, b22, and one category of specialized equipment, ez~, in the second room. All 
of these categories, e~, e~2, and ezl, are distinct. It is supposed that category e~l cures 
the disease dSt~, e12 cures the disease dSt2, ez~ cures, of course, all diseases of the 
second room, i.e., dS2~ and dS22. In the second room, r2, it is supposed that the diseases 
dS2~ and dS22 are cured on bed b21 and the disease dS22 is cured on bed b22. Two doctors, 
d, and dz, are supposed to work for the hospital. The first doctor, dl, cures the diseases 
dSl~ and dSzz on bed 622. The second octor, d~, cures the diseases dSll, dSl2, dSzl, and 
dS22, and the disease dS2z he cures only on bed bz~. 
Let's suppose that at the given moment, two patients, p~q and pH2, are cured by the 
hospital; one patient, px,, wants to be hospitalized, and one patient, po~, leaves the hos- 
pital. It is supposed that the patient p~qj has the diseases dS~z, dSlz, and dS22, and is 
treated now for the diseases dS,~ and dSl2 on bed b,, by the doctors d~ (for dSj ~ disease) 
and dz (for dS12 disease); he is also assigned to the categories of specialized equipment 
e,~ (for the disease dSl~) and e12 (for the disease dS,z). The second patient p/-/2 is treated 
for the disease dS2z on the bed b2~ by the doctor dz and is assigned to e2~. The patient 
Pil(dSll,dS22 )--+ 
rl; dSll, dSl2 
dSll 
dSl2 . 
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Po~ was treated for the disease dS22 on the bed b22 by the doctor dl and was assigned to 
eEl. The patient pll has the diseases dSl~, dS22 and must be assigned to a room, bed, 
doctor, and category of specialized equipment. It is supposed that any patient can be 
assigned without changing his treatment except with respect to healing his disease. Hence, 
the processes in this system consist of changing the status of patients compatible with 
the hospital status. 
I have described a very simple system. In the next section, I will define the general 
hospital system of this kind. The described system may be visualized by the scheme on 
Fig. 1. 
This system may be described by the following "data structure" graph: 
PII PHI PH2 POI 
rl r2 I bll b21 b22 
Figure 2 
Here, for example, the patient p/4, has the diseases dS1 ~, dS12, and dS22, but he is treated 
for dSll by the doctor d,, and dS12 by the doctor dE; he is assigned to the bed bll and to 
the categories e~ and e12 of specialized equipment. It is obvious that the patient pt, may 
be assigned only to the bed b22 and equipment eEl, and he may be treated only for dS22 
by the doctor d~. This status may be the next compatible with the status of the system. 
2.2. Simplified hospital structure 
In this section, I will introduce the general model for the system I defined in the previous 
section. I would like to show the nature of arising objects and the methods of their de- 
signing. All of these objects are structural sets, in the sense of N. Bourbaki. In the next 
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paragraph, I'll expose an extension of the Theory of Structural Sets by N. Bourbaki, and 
define the so-called canonical morphisms for these sets. Structural sets of a given species 
and their morphisms constitute the category of structures of a given species. So, effective 
methods of the category theory may be applied for analysis of designed models. I will 
also show that the entire object is a system in the sense I defined in 1973 in the USSR. 
And so, the category systems theory will be developed in the following paragraphs. 
We have seen that our system consists of 6 sets- - rooms R, beds B, categories of 
specialized equipment £, diseases DS being treated at the hospital, doctors D, and patients 
P. The sets R, B, E, DS, D, P are called base sets. Beds are partitioned among rooms. 
In the general case, a partition of any set X is a family (X,-);et, so that X,- M Xj = dO for 
i ¢ j and X = Ui~ 1 Xi or, in other words, there is a mapping P ) :  I ~ [3(X), where 13(X) 
is the set of all subsets of X, so that P~x(i) = X;; or 
P~- E 13(X x B(X)), 
(here, P~c is a graph of the above mapping), PJ¢ is a functional graph, or, abusing the 
language, is a mapping of I into 13(X), P / i s  an injection (that is, P~x(i) fl Ptx(j) = dO for 
i ¢ j) and UiE 1 p I ( i )  = X. 
Hence, for a hospital, we have a partition of beds pR. 
Diseases DS are distributed among the beds. We define a distribution of a set X among 
elements of a set I as a family (Xi)gei, or 
F~ E 13(1 x [3(X)), 
so that F )  is a mapping o f / in to  [3(X); F~x(i) = Xi and X = UiE 1 F~x(i). So, for a hospital, 
we have Fgs.  We suppose that if bj and b2 are beds in different rooms, i.e., bl E 
P~(rl), b2 ~ P~(r2), and rl ¢ r2, then assigned iseases F~s(b~) and F~s(b2) are different, 
i.e., Fgs(b~) n Fgs(b2) = dO if b, E P~(r~), b2 E P~(r2)and r~ ~ r2. So, the distribution 
pR s B R = FDs'PB 
is a partition of the set DS among the rooms of R. 
Diseases DS are also distributed among categories of specialized equipment, so that 
all diseases for every e E E are treated for only in one room. Therefore, if F~os(e) is a 
set of diseases assigned to the equipment e E Y~, then there is a room r ~ R so that 
F~os(e) C Pf)s(r). Hence, the distribution 
P~ = F -  1~ pR = F-  ~ F B p8  DS" DS DS" DS" B 
is a partition of equipment E among the rooms o fR  (F - J  denotes the inverse of the graph 
F). 
Diseases are also distributed among doctors, so we have F~s. But we suppose that 
the disease dS being treated for by the doctor d, i.e., dS E F~s(d), is treated for by him 
- i~ dS only on some beds FDS ( ) available for the disease. It means that for any pair (d, dS) 
where dS is a disease cured by the doctor d, i.e., dS ~ F~s(d),  there are beds on which 
the doctor d cures this disease. So, we have the distribution 
FiB (D'DS) ~ f3(P(D, DS) x f3(B)). 
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Here P(D, DS) C D × DS, (d, dS) E P(D, DS) ~=> dS E F~s(d). Moreover,  
--IB F~ ~D'os) (d, dS) C FDS • Stricter definition of the F P(D'°s) is the following 
DDB = (P(D, DS), F~°'os)) ,  
P(D, DS) ~ fS(D × DS), 
F P(D'Ds) E [3(D x DS x f3(B)), 
E'D t.4"~ ~?P(D,DS)tA dS) so that pr(j.2)F~ °'°s) = P(D, DS), (d, dS) E P(D, DS) ¢:> dS ~ • os~,*J, , n ~,, 
C F~"(dS) .  The objects pR, F~s, F~s, FDs, and F~ (°'Ds) are elements of sets con- 
structed from the base sets R, B, E, DS, D by using operations "×"  and "[3," and are 
called structures. 
For the system in the previous section, 
R = {rl, r2}, B = {bll, b21, b22}; 
= {e,,, e,2, e22}, DS = {dS,,, dS,2, NS2,, dS22}, D = {d~, d2}; 
pR(r,) = {b~,}, eg(r2) = {b2,, b22}; 
F~s(b,~) = {dS~l, dSl2}, F~s(b2~) = {dS2,, dS22}, F~s(b22) = {dS22}; 
F~os(e~,) = {dS,,}, F~DS(el2) = {dS~2}, F~s(e:l) = {dS2,, dS22}; 
FDs(dl) = {dS,,,  dS22}, F~)s(d2) = {dS.,, dS,2, dS2,, dS::}; 
FP(°'DS)(d,, dS1,) = {b,,}, F~3(D'DS)(d,, dS22) = {b22}, 
FP(D,DS)(d2, I dS I I  "1"~ IdSI2IJ ---~ {b l l} ,  FI~(D'DS)(d2, ~dS22jsdS2'l~ = {b2j}. 
Let us calculate the distribution pRs and P~. 
P~s = ,=Bos'pR'B, pRs(rl) = {dS~,, dS,2}, pRos(r2) = {dS2,, dSz2}, 
and so P~s is a partition.. 
P~" F -  1~ F B pR.  = os " os" B, P~'(rl) -= {e,l, ej2}, P~(r2) = {e2,}, 
and so pn is a partition. 
Hence, we define the object H as 
H = (R, B, ~,, DS, D; Pg, Fgs, F~Ds, FDs, F Pto'os)) 
by using five base sets R, B, Z, DS, and D, and five structures PB R, FBs, F~DS, FDs, and 
F P(D'DS). The object H is a structure that will be called the hospital structure. 
2.3. Hospital as a system 
As a system, a hospital has an input and output. The input, output, and hospital as an 
element of the system must be described by the spaces of states, and the hospital may 
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be described by the following graph: 
j, @ ,~ 
1 o 
where I is the input, H is the hospital as an element, and O is the output. 
Let us first define the space of states of the element H. A set of patients P will be 
characterized by the set of diseases T~s for every p ~ P, i.e., Teos is a mapping T~s: P 
13(DS), so that for every patient p E P we have T~s(p) C DS. So, we will use the 
structure (P, DS; T~s) and call it a patient structure. 
For the patient structure (P, DS; T~s) and the hospital structure (R, B, ~, DS, D; 
P~, F~s, F~os, F~s, FIB (D'DS)), we introduce the following mappings: 
A mapping 
f~: P---> B 
is an injection; it assigns the bed f~(p) E B for every patient p E P. 
A mapping 
fPs: P--9 f3(DS) (fPs(P) C T~)s(p)) 
assigns to every patient p E P a set of diseases fPos(p) C DS, that will be treated for 
on "his/her bed"  f~(p). So, since F~s(b) is a set of diseases that are treated for on the 
bed b, 
A mapping 
flus(P) C Ff)s(f~(p)). 
f~': e--~ 13(]£) 
assigns to every patient p E P a set of equipment f~.(p) C ~ that may cure the diseases 
ff, s(p) of the patient. So, 
feDs(P) C F~Ds(f~(p)). 
A mapping 
ff , :  P--~ 13(D) 
assigns to every patient p E P a set of doctors f~(p) C D that may cure the diseases 
f~s(p) of the patient. So, 
f~)s(P) C FDs(f~)(p)). 
The array of mappings A p = (fB e, f~s, f~, f~) of this kind is called an assigning array. 
A pair (ps, AP), where ps = (p, DS; T~s) is a patient structure and A P is an assigning 
array, is called an available status of the hospital H. The space of states for the hospital 
H is the set of all available status of H. 
If for two pairs (pS, At,,) and (pS, Ap:) such that PI and Pz are different, that is Pj N 
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P2 : ~b, there exists an array (f~,+e2, ~os4:P'+P2, f~,+Pz, fe,+ez), such that a mapping 
fP,+P2: p, k.J e2.___~ B: p....~ fP,+P2(p) = I fP'(p) 
for p EP I  
[f~2(p) for p E P2 
is an injection; 
f~(t+P2: p, U P2-"~ [3(X): p--) ff;c'+t'2(p) = 
for X = DS, E, D, and for p ~ PI tO P2 
"f~c'(p) for P @ PI 
f~c=(p) for p E P2 
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fP, +P2(p) C F.(- (f,~l+P2(p)) 
for Y = B, E, D; then we denote this array as 
AP,+P2 = (f f ,+p2, fP,s+P2,~, f~,+P2, fP,+e=). 
TPI + P.x The patient structure (P~ t3 P2, DS; DS -) where 
Tos(p) for p ~ Pi 
TPJ + P2[  n ' l  T p, +P2. P IL I  P2 ~ ~(DS): p '-) Ds tlVl DS • 
TP's(p) for p E P2 
will be denoted pS + p2 s. So, we may define the partial operation on pairs (ps, A P) as 
(ps,  At") + (P2 s, A t'~) = (ps + ps ,  At',+t'2). 
The space of states of input consists of all patients' structures. The space of states of 
output consists of all pairs (ps, AP), i.e., the same space as for the hospital. 
We will define the space of available states of the system by assuming that there is no 
queue for the treatment. The space of available states S H of the system consists of the 
objects (ps,  (ps ,  At. ,) ,  (ps ,  At'O)) so that there exists an assigning array A t" such that 
the sums 
(ptS, AP,) + (ps ,  AP,,) and (ps ,  Ae,,) + (pS, A,O) 
exist. 
The next step is to define the space of processes for the system. The space of time 
scales T of the system consists of all sets "r = {t~, tl . . . . .  t,~.} where tl < t5 < ... < 
t,].. The space of processes II of the system consists of all functions m E II of the type 
w,: ¢--) SH: t7---) w,(tD E S/4. 
Hence, the hospital "qH as a system is 
;qtt = (F, S H, T, H), 
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where F is the graph with one element H, one input I, and one output O; S/4, T, and 11 
are, correspondingly, the spaces of available states, time scales, and processes that have 
been just defined. 
For the hospital in the previous section, we have 
P~ = ({p.,}, DS; {dS,1, dS,2}) 
PSH = ({PHI, PH2}, DS;  {{dSl,, dS,2 ,  dS22}, {dS22}}) 
ps  = ({po,}, DS; {dS22}), 
where DS = {dSjl, d&2, dS2~, dS22} is a set of diseases cured by the hospital. For 
A P" we have 
f~": {PH,, PHz} --~ {b,,, be,. b22}; f~" (pm)  = b],, f~"(p~2) = b2, 
e.. ;e"~ 'm~ {dSi dS12}, e .  2 = fos (p .  ) = {dS22} f os. {Pro, P.2} ~ [3(DS); Jos,t.  . ,, 
f[": {pH,, P.2}---" 13({e1,, e,2, ez~}); f~"(pl~,) = {e~,, elz}, 
f~"(P .2)  = {e2,} 
f~)": {p,4,, pH2} ----> [3({d,, d2}); /P"(PH,) = {d,, d2}, fP"(P*/2) = {d2}. 
I t  is obvious that the array At'*'  = (f~", Jos4"*'", f~.,  f~),,) is an assigning array. For A t'° 
we have 
f~o: (Po,} "-+ {b,,, b2,, b22}; f~°(po,)  = b2 
Po. fos .  {PoJ} -+ [3(DS); f~°(poj)  = {dS22} 
f~.o.. • {Po,} --'+ [3({el,, e,2, e2]}); f f ° (Po l )  = {e2,} 
fed °: {Po,}---) [3({d,, d2}); fPD°(po,) = {d,}. 
Array A p° is also an assigning array. The state 
(ps, (pS,  aP, ) ,  (ps ,  aro)) 
is an available state, since, for the assigning array At": 
f~': {pt,}---) {b,,, b2,, b22}; ft~'(p,,) = b22 
P1 • fDs. {P,I} ~ [3(DS); f~(Pt~)  = {dS22} 
f~':  {P,I}--~ 13({eMi, el2, e2j}); f~'(P,i) = {e21} 
fP': {Pt~} --~ [3({dj, d2}); f~l(p,j) = {dr} 
the sums (P],  A P') + (P~/, A P'') and (ps ,  AP,,) + (pS,, At")  exist. 
3. ECHELONS 
The goal of this section is to introduce a certain class of sets which will be used in 
constructing structural sets. 
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3.1. S igned echelons 
Let S be a finite set of distinct signs x l ,  x2 . . . . .  x~, P,  P - ,  X ,  X - .  The set of all finite 
words in S will be denoted by S*, i.e., S* = O~>_o S~. The signs xl, x2 . . . . .  x~ will be 
called letters 
Def in i t ion 3.1. Sequence (T i ) l~ i< n of words of S* is called a signed significant se- 
quence and its elements are called a covariant or contravariant echelon types if and only 
if, for every T,-, one of the following statements i correct. 
1. T; is a letter. In this case, T,. is called a covariant echelon type. 
2. There is a covariant (contravariant) echelon type Tj for j < i such that T; -- PTj- or 
Ti = P Tj. The word PTj is called a covariant (contravariant) and P -  ]CJ a contravariant 
(covariant) echelon type. 
3. There are two covariant (contravariant) echelon types T~, and T;2 for it < i and i2 < 
i, such that Tg = XTi, Ti2 (T, = X-  Ti, Ti2). In this case, T~ is called a covariant (con- 
travariant) echelon type. 
An element of any signed significant sequence is called also a signed echelon type. The 
signed echelon type T in the alphabet S will often be denoted by T(xt ,  x2 . . . . .  xn). Let 
El . . . . .  E~ be n sets. For every signed echelon type T(xt . . . . .  xn), we associate the 
set T(Et . . . . .  En) by the following 
1. I f  T(xl . . . . .  xn) = xi then T(Et . . . . .  En) = El. 
2. I f  T(Xl . . . . .  x . )  = PU(x l  . . . . .  x~) or P-  U(xt . . . . .  x.),  then T(E1 . . . . .  E~) = 
f3(U(E, . . . . .  En)). 
3. If  T(xl . . . . .  x . )  = XU l (x l  . . . . .  x . )U2(x l  . . . . .  x~) or X-  Ul(x l  . . . . .  x . )U2(xt ,  
. . . .  x~) then T(E1 . . . . .  En) = Ul (E i  . . . . .  E . )  × U2(Et . . . . .  E . ) .  
Here B(E) is the set of all subsets of the set E (boolean of E). The set T(Et . . . . .  En) is 
called the real ization o f  the s igned echelon type T(xt . . . . .  x . ) ,  or covar iant and con- 
travariant echelon (in accordance with covariancy and contravariancy of T), on sets E l ,  
. . . .  E . .  From the above construction it follows 
THEOREM 3.1. For every covariant or contravariant echelon T(E~ . . . . .  E,,), there 
exist p echelons Tl(E~ . . . . .  En) . . . . .  Tp(Et . . . . .  E~) and a bijection of: covariant 
echelon T(EI . . . . .  E~) into the covariant echelon 
~(T,(E1 . . . . .  E~)) × "'" × B(Tp(E, . . . . .  E,,)) x El, × "'" X Ei~, 
where f3(Ti(E1 . . . . .  En)) for 1 -< i -< p is a realization of covariant ype PL  for covariant 
T; or P -  T,- for contravariant Ti on E1 . . . . .  E , ;  contravariant echelon T(Et . . . . .  E , )  
into the contravariant echelon 
6(Tl(E1 . . . . .  E,,)) > ... × f3(Tp(E1 . . . . .  E.)) ,  
where 13(T,(E1 . . . . .  E,,)) for 1 -< i -< p is a realization of contravariant type PTi for 
contravariant i ',. or P -  T; for covariant T~ on E1 . . . . .  En. 
3.2. S igned canonica l  extens ions  o f  mappings  
For a mapping f :  E ~ E ' ,  we denote 
f~: 13(E) ~ [3(E'): U---~ f~(U)  = {y: y = f (x )  for some x E U} 
f -~:  13(E')---, 13(E): V---, f -~(V)  = {x: y = f (x ) fo r  some y E V}. 
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The mappings f~ and f -  ~ are called correspondingly the canonical extension and inverse 
canonical extenstion of  f into sets of  subsets. For mappings f:  E ~ E' ,  g: F ~ F '  we 
denote 
f × g: E × F--~ E' × F': (x, y) ~ f × g(x, y) = (f(x), g(y)) 
and call f × g the canonical extension o f f  and g into products of  sets. 
The set of mappings f j :  Ej ~ El . . . . .  f , :  E ,  ~ E" will be denoted by f:  E -+ E' .  
Let T(Y) = T(xt . . . . .  x,)  be a signed echelon type and T(E) = T(E~ . . . . .  E,)  its 
realization on sets Ej . . . . .  E, .  We denote 
1. If T(Y) = xi, then T is covariant, T(E) = E; and f7 = fi: T(kS) ---, T(bT'). 
2. If T(Y) = Pxi (or P x;), then T is covariant (contravariant) T(E) = 13(Ei) and 
(or 
fT = f~: T(E) --> T(~:') 
Y~= f ;~: T(~') ~ T(~) .) 
3. If T(Y) = Xxlxj,  then T is covariant, T(E) = Ei × Ej and 
-fT = f i  × fj: T(F,)---> T(E,'). 
4. If T(Y) = X-P -x iP -x j ,  then T is contravariant, T(E) = [3(E;) × [3(Ei) and 
yr  = fT~ × fj-~: T (E ' )~ T(E). 
Let U(Y) and V(Y) be signed echelon types consisting of m or less letters and for which 
the extensions 
-],~: u(~) ---, u(~'), ~ :  v(E) ~ v(E') 
for covariant U(Y) and V(Y); or 
~u: U(E')  ---> U(E), fv :  V(E')  ~ V(E), 
for contravariant Uff) and V(~) have been defined. Then we define 
5. If  T(2) = PU(Y), then for covariant (or contravariant) U(2), T(Y) is covariant (con- 
travariant), and 
Y~ = (Y~)~: 13(u(~)) ~ 13(u(~')) 
(or 
Y ~ = (Y~)~: [3( u (~ '  )) --, [3(U(~)) .) 
6. If Tff) = P -  U(~), then for covariant (or contravariant) U(2), T(2) is contravariant 
(or covariant), and 
Y~ = (y~,)-~: f3(u(E'))~ 13(U(T~)) 
(or 
Y~ = (Y~)-~: ~(u(E))--, [3(u(~')) .) 
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7. If T(Y)= XU(~)V(Y), then U(Y), V(Y), T(Y) are covariant, and 
~ = ~ x ~:  u(~)  × v (~)~ u(~' )  × v(~') .  
8. If T(Y) = X-  U(Y)V(Y), then U(Y), V(Y), T(Y) are contravariant, and 
7 ~ = 7 ~' x f" :  u(~') x v(Z~')~ u(~) x v(~). 
The mappings ~T or fT  are called the signed canonical extensions of  the mapping -f 
assoicated with the signed echelon type T. We see that for covariant (contravariant) type 
T, a mapping f r  (or f~) is the mapping of T(T~) into T(kS') (or of T(L") into T(L')). From 
the above definitions and constructions follow 
-,, 
T~ogzm3.2 .  I f f :E~kS 'and~:bS '~E, then  
(~.y) . ,  = -g,.-/~, (~.y), = y~.~,  
where ~-f  is a sequence g~.f~: E~ --~ E'~ . . . . .  g , . f , :  E,  ~ E;;. If for every i, f i  is a 
bijection of Ei into E;,  and g~ is the inverse bijection, then fT: T(E) ~ T(E'),  or ~r: T(E')  
---> T(E) is a bijection and ~-or  2 T is the corresponding inverse bijection. 
4. CATEGORIES OF STRUCTURAL SETS 
The typification on base sets x = (x~ . . . . .  x,)  (x] . . . . .  x, are distinct letters) and 
auxilliary sets A = (A1 . . . . .  Am) is a relation 
91 = (UI . . . . .  Uv ~) E A'(~, A) = P(AI(Y, A)) x ... x [3(ap~(y, A,)), 
U, = (U,, . . . . .  Uu) E A,(Y, A) = [3(A,,(Y, A)) x ... x [3(Au(Y, A)), 
W = (V  I . . . . .  Vk)  ~ Xil X . . .  X xik , 
where A ~ is a contravariant echelon, A~ is a covariant echelon UI . . . . .  U~p, Ujl . . . . .  
Uu, V~ . . . . .  Vk are distinct letters. This relation will be denoted by T(Y, U ], U~, V, A). 
By R(Y, U ~, U~, V), we denote a transportable r lation (see [4]). A theory stronger than 
the set theory and having, as an addition axiom Z, some typification T(Y, U j, U~, V, A) 
and some transportable r lation R(Y, U j, Ut, V) is called the Theory of  Species of  Struc- 
tures Z. The term (U ], U~, V) is called the general species. 
Definition 4.1. If for sets E = (El . . . . .  E,),  ffl = (pi . . . . .  PP), Pl = (PI . . . . .  Pt), 
V = (V] . . . . .  Vk) the relations T(E, PJ, P~, V, A), R(E,  P~, P~, V) are theorems, it is 
said that the sets E, . . . . .  E,  are endowed with structure (P J, P~, V) of the species Z. 
Objects of the type (Ej . . . . .  E,,; p I ,  . . . , pv, P l , .  • • , P/, V t , . . .  , Vk) = (E; p i ,  P i ,  
V) will be called structural sets. 
In the following, by abusing the denotation, we will denote by (see previous section) 
fT: T(E, A) ~ T(E',  A) or fT: T(E', A) ---> T(E, A) the extensions o f f '  = (f~ . . . . .  f , ,  
1a . . . . . .  lain) on echelons T(E, A), where la, is the identical mapping. 
Now let 
P '  = (PI,  
~, ,  = (p[ ' ,  
P|  = (P| I ,  
P;  = (P;1, 
, Pp') E [3(AI(E, A)) x -.. x f3(A'p(E, A)), 
, Pv ) ~ f3(A](E', A)) x ... × [3(Ap'(E', A)), 
, Pu) ~ [3(AIj(E, A)) x ... × [3(Au(E, A)), 
, Pb)  E f3(A,,(E', A)) × ... × f3(A,t(E', A)), 
= (VI, , Vk) E Ei, X "'" X Eik, 
V'  = (V[ ,  , V;,) ~E E , ,  x . . .  x E ; , .  
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Definition 4.2. The mapping f = (fl . . . . .  f~): E---, E '  is called a canonical morphism 
of the structural set (E; PJ,  Pt ,  V) into the structural set (E' ,  P~', P i ,  V') if an only if 
for a l l i  = 1 . . . . .  p , j  = 1 . . . . .  l, andt  = 1 . . . . .  k: 
fA](P) ') C P) ,  fA,j(P,j) C Pi j ,  fi,(gi,) = V;,. 
From the Theorem 3.2, it follows 
THEOREM 4.1. Any set of structural sets and their canonical morphisms constitute a
category. This category will be called the category of structural sets of the species X. By 
abusing denotation, we will often denote this category by E. 
In categories of structural sets, it is convenient o use objects of some categories of 
structural sets instead of some sets. Namely,  let Ui = (Ei~ . . . . .  Ein,; PJ, PJ~, V~), i = 
1,  . . . , n be objects of the category E~ and (P~, P~, V) be a structure on sets E~ . . . . .  
En and may be on some of Eij. We may construct he category with objects (Uj . . . . .  
Un, E~ . . . . .  Ek; P~, P~, V) and morphisms 
(qbl . . . . .  (bn, f l  . . . . .  fk): (Ui . . . . .  U~, El . . . . .  Ek; p l ,  p j ,  V) 
(Ui . . . . .  U ' ,  E', . . . . .  E~; pit, PI ,  V') ,  
where d~i: Ui ---> U[ for i = 1 . . . . .  n are morphisms in categories Xi and f = (fj . . . . .  
fk): E---~ E '  is a morphism for structure (p1, p j ,  V). Sets Eit . . . . .  Ein,, Ej . . . . .  Ek may 
not all be different. Morphisms +~ . . . . .  ~bn are not arbitrary, namely if (hi = (fi~ . . . . .  
fin,) where fij: Eij --~ E~j, and cbk = (fkJ . . . . .  fk~k), where fkt: Ekt ~ El, I, and E U = 
Ekt, Eb = EIa, then for the morphisms +i and +k, it must be f i j  = fkt. 
5. D IAGRAM SCHEMES,  CATEGORIES,  AND FUNCTORS 
5.1. Category o f  diagram schemes 
For many mathematical structures, morphisms are usually canonical, for example, for 
algebraic structures, topology structure, and so on. In this section we show, as an example, 
that canonical morphisms in the category of categories are functors. 
Definition 5.1. Diagram scheme T is a structural set (ObT, MrT; 0), where structure 
0 is determined by a covariant echelon 0 E f3(MrT × (ObT × ObT)), and 0 is a mapping 
ofMrT in to  ObT x ObT. The set MrTis  called a set of arrows or morphisms; an element 
of MrT is  called an arrow or a morphism. The set ObTis called a set of objects, an element 
of ObT is called an object. The mapping 0 may be expressed as 0 = (00, 01), where 00 = 
prlO, Ol = pr20. 
Remark 5.1. In other words, a diagram scheme may be defined as an oriented mul- 
tigraph (ObT, MrT; 0o, 0~), where Oi: MrT ~ ObT, but in category theory the notion 
"d iagram"  is used. 
I f  s and t are objects, then the set of morphisms (arrows) "between"  s and t is denoted 
by Homr(s, t), i.e., O-l(s, t) = Homr(s, t) or for s ~ ObT, t E ObT 
a E Hom~(s, t) ¢* (Ooa = s, O~a = t) 
and this relation is denoted by a:  s ~ t .  
As it follows from Section 3, a canonical morphism of Tl = (ObT~, MrT~; O ~) into 
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T2 = (ObT2, MrT2; 0 2) is a pair (dob, dMr) of mappings dob: ObTt ---> ObT2, dMr: MrT~ 
MrT2 so that dMr × (dob × dob) (0~) C ~2, where 0" for i = 1, 2 is the graph of the 
mapping 0 i. It is not difficult to show that for the equivalent relation (dob, dMr) to be a 
canonical morphism is for the diagram 
dMr 
MrTl ~ MrT2 
ObTt x ObTl e.. × e,,~ ObT2 x ObT2 
to be commutative. This relation is equivalent for the diagrams 
d~, d~,ir • 
MrTI • MrT2 MrTi MrT2 
Ob Ti • Ob T2 Ob Tl • Ob T2 
to be commutative. 
5.2. Category of categories and functors 
Definition 5.2. A diagram scheme (ObD, MrD; O) and mappings 
Ido: ObD----> MrD, 
mffl.d2.d3:nomD(dl, 2) × HOmD(d2, d3) ---> Homo(d1, d3) 
for every three objects dl, d2, d3 are called a category, if the conditions (1), (2), and (3) 
below are fulfilled. Morphism o mdt,d2,d3(U , V), where U: dl --~ d2, V" d2 ---) d3 is called a 
composition of the morphisms U, V and is denoted by V. U; the mapping rn~,.d2,d3 is called 
a law of composition in the category D. 
The conditions to be fulfilled are: 
(1) Oo(IdD(d)) = O~(IdD(d)) = d. 
(2) The composition law is associative, i.e., if U: dl ~ d2, V: d2 ~ d3, and W: d3 ~ d4, 
then W.(V.U) = (W.V).U. 
(3) For any morphism U: d ~ dl 
U'IdD(d) = Ido(dl) 'U = U. 
We see that category D is a structural set (ObD, MrD; O, IdD, mD), where structures 
O, IdD, m o are determined by convariant echelons 
0 ~ B(MrD x (ObD × ObD)), 
IdD ~ B(ObD × MrD), 
mD~ f3((ObD X ObD x ObD) × f3((MrD × MrD) × MrD)), 
0 is a mapping of MrD into ObD × ObD, IdD is a mapping of ObD into MrD, m D is a 
mapping of ObD × ObD x ObD into f3((MrD × MrD) × MrD). The value rnD(dl, d2, 
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d3) (it is often denoted by rn °)  is a mapping (or a functional graph) of HomD(d~, d2) × 
Homo(d2, d3) into Homo(d l ,  d3) and the conditions (1), (2), and (3) must be fulfilled. A 
canonical morphism of category D1 = (ObD~, MrD~; a ~ , Ido,,  m D') into category D2 = 
(ObD2, MrD2; a 2, Idol,  m TM) is a pair (dob, d~)  of mappings dob: ObD~ ~ ObD2, d~:  
MrD~ ---> MrD2, so that diagrams 
dMr 
MrDi > MrD2 
1 








dob × dob X dob 
ObDj x ObDi x ObD~ • ObD2 x ObD2 x ObD2 
I 
[3((MrDi x MrDj) x MrDI) } ~a~''× a~,,)× dMrI~[3((MrD 2 x MrD2) x MrD2) 
are commutative. The last condition is equivalent for diagram 
HOmD,(dl, d2) × Homot (d2, d3) 
mD Il
Homo, (dl, d3) 
dbfr × dMr 
dg, 
• Homo2(dob(dl), dos(d2)) × Homo2(dob(d2), dob(d3)) 
l tll D2 
Homo2(dob(dj ), doh(d3)) 
to be commutative; in this diagram, the mapping dMr is a restriction on HomD(di, dj) for 
suitable i and j. 
Commutativeness of the second and third diagrams means that 
1. for every d E ObD~ 
Ido2(dob(d)) = dvr(IdD,(d)); 
2. for every three objects d~, d2, d3 of ObD and every two morphisms U: dl --~ d2, V: 
d2 ----> d3 
dMr(V'U) = dMr(V).dMr(U). 
The last relations are the standard efinition of the functor. 
6. CATEGORY OF SYSTEMS 
We assume a system to be a collection of connected simultaneously acting elements. 
So, a system consists of a connected set of elements, elements base B, a space of  available 
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states of  elements base S B, a space of  time scales O, and a space of  processes H, each 
of which takes place on its own time scale. Hence, a system ~q is the collection of four 
objects 
"q = (B ,S  B ,O ,H) .  
Objects B, S B, O, and 17 are really structural sets. The elements base B consists of a set 
A of elements, a set I of inputs, a set O of outputs, and a set C of connections for any two 
elements a E A and b E A. Therefore, the elements base is a structural set 
B = (A, I, O, C; 0o, 01), 
where Oo: O U C --* A, 01: I U C --~ A are mappings determining elements O0(c) and Ol(c) 
that are connected by the connection c ~ C. The definition of elements base is an extension 
of the definition of a diagram scheme: B = (ObB, MrB; ao, al) where ObB = A, MrB = 
I U O U C and O0, 01 are partial mappings of MrB into ObB. A canonical morphism of 
the elements base B~ = (A1, I i ,  Or, C~; O~, O~) into the elements base B2 = (A2, I2, 02, 
C2, 0 2, 0 2) consists of four mappings ~bB = ( fa,  fz, fo ,  fc) ;  fA" Am ~ A2, ft: It ~ 12, 
fo:  01 ~ 02, fc:  Ct --~ C2 such that diagrams 
It "--~12 01 fo • 02 CI fc •C2 
At ~ "- A2 Aj S~ • A2 A,--G--3"'A2 
i=1 ,2  
are commutative. In this diagram, the mappings 0~: 2 are corresponding restrictions. Ob- 
jects of the category of elements base will be often denoted by B (A, I, O, C). The definition 
of the nature of an object x will be stated by assigning to it the space of its states Ex. So, 
to the set X of elements we may assign the multivalued mapping correspondence Ex: X 
--* Xx: x --~ Ex(x) = Ex, where Ex is a space of states of x. We call Xx as a space of states 
of the set X. A state s of X as a whole is a mapping s: X --* Ex, so that s(x) E Ex for 
every x ~ X. So, the set of available states of elements of X is a set S of such mappings 
s: X ~ Xx: x ~ s(x) (s(x) ~ Ex). 
Hence, the space of  available states of  elements of  X is a structural set 
S x = (X, Xx; Ex, Sx), 
where Ex E ~(X x Xx), Sx ~ [3([3(X x Xx)); Ex is a correspondence of X into Xx and 
every element s E Sx is a mapping of X into Xx, so that s(x) ~ Ex(x) = Ex. 
A canonical morphism of the space S x' = (XI, Xx, ; Ex, ,  Sx,) into the space S x~ = 
(X2, Xx2 ; Ex,,  Sx2) is a pair ~bx = ( fx,  fxx): S x' ~ S x: of mappings fx :  X1 ~ )(2, fxx: 
Xx, ---> Xx~ so that diagrams 
fx fx 
Xt > X2 XI > X2 
1 for every st ~ Sx, ~ 
Ex, Ex.. there exists s2 E Sx~_ s, .. 
ZE~ f,.. ~c [ 
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are commutative (for the first diagram it means that Ex~ (fx(x)) D f~(Ex ,  (x))). For  ele- 
ments base/~ = (A, I, O, C; 0o, 00 by denoting B = AH ILI OH C (the sum of the 
sets A, I, O, and C), we have for the space of available states S !~ = (B, EB; EB, SB). We 
will often denote space of available states by S(B, S~). 
The space of time scales O consists of a set T of time scales, a set of times E~ on every 
scale r ~ T, and a total order G~ on the set of times E,. Therefore, the space of  time 
scales is a structural set 
O = (T, Er; Er, G), 
where ET C 13(T x ET) is a correspondence of T into Er, Er(¢) = E~ for every "r E T; G 
E 13(T x 13(Er x Ez)) is a mapping of T into 13(Er x Er) and G('r) = G. is a total order 
on E-r. 
Canonical morphism +o: O1 --~ 02 of the space of time scales O~ = (T1, Ez, ; ETI, G1) 
into 02 = (/'2, ETa; Er~, Gz) is a pair of mappings +0 = (fr, f~O, fr: T~ --~ T2, f~T: 
Ez, -~ Er: for which the diagrams 
Ti :' ) /'2 Tj / '  ) T2 
E, ,  :'-' , c  ,E,_~ Is(E,., x ET , )  ,r,_, ~ ,,_,,,, , c  13(,Z,~ × Z , : )  
are commutative. The structural set of space of time scales will often be denoted by O(T, 
Er). 
The additional reasonable axiom may be suggested for the space of time scales: past, 
present, and future are the same for the system, i.e., there is no such sequence 
(ti, ti+l)i~[o.n] so that ti ~ ~', ti+l E ~', for some ~, t; -< ti+~ and to >- tn+l. In this case, 
there exists the ordered set ~r and -r C ~r for all T ~ T. In other words, T is a set of totally 
ordered subsets of the ordered set ~r. A process -rr in the set S with the set of times E, is 
a mapping ~: E,--* S. And so, if O = (T, Er; Er,  G) is a space of time scales, then the 
set fl of processes in the set S is an element I ]E  [3(13(Er × S)), where for every w 
I~I there is unique r ~ T and 7r: E~ ~ S. 
Hence, the space of processes in the set S is 
H = ((T, ET; Er ,  G), S; 
Canonical morphism Cn: Ill --~ rI2 of the space 
space of processes I-[2 --- (02, $2; [][2) consists 
a structural set 
fl) = (o ,  s ;  fl). 
of processes H1 = (01, S1; I]l) into the 
of three mappings q%l = (fr, f~r, fs), 
where ¢o = ( fr ,  f~,): 01 - - *  02 is a morphism in the category of the spaces of time scales; 
and for every w~ ~ l]~ there exists a process ~r2 ~ 112 so that the diagram 
T] E , , ) ,~ ,  ~' )S j  
is commutative. A structural set of the space of processes in S will often be denoted by 
1-I(O(T, Er), S) or H(O, S). Hence the system consists of the following four objects 
-q = (B, SB, O, H) 
= (B(A, I, O, C), S(B, SB), O(T, ET), II(O(T, ET), SB)). 
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Therefore, a canonical morphism don: ~h ~ "q2 of the system "ql = (B~, S B', 01, II1) into 
the system "q2 = (B2, S ~2, 02, 112) is a set of seven mappings don = (fa, fl, fO, fC, 
fr.~, fr, f:~) SO that don = ( fa ,  f l ,  fo ,  f c ) :  B1 ~ B2 is a canonical morphism of B1 into 
B2; +s = (fB, f:~.): S m ---> S B: (fB: A1 t,.J I1 [..J Ol  [.-I CI  ----> A2 U 12 U 02  [-J C2, fB(X) = 
fA(X) or fl(x) or fo(x) or fc(x) for corresponding x ~ A1 o fx  E I i  or x E 01 or x E C,) 
is a canonical morphism of S B' into SB~; +0 = ( f r ,  f:~,): 01 ---> Oz is a canonical morphism 
of O, into 02; dOn = ( f r ,  f :~,  (fB x fz~,)~): 111 --> II2 is a canonical morphism of l-I1 into 
I-I2. 
7. EXAMPLES 
In this section, I consider, as examples, such systems as automata, Turing machines, 
and difference schemes containing yon Neuman cellular automata. 
7.1. Automata 
The elements base and spaces of states are defined on the graph below: 
~2 x (~)  y 
Here,  X is a space of states of the input, Y is a space of states of the output, and Q is a 
space of states of the automaton as an element. The space of available states of this system 
is S = X x Q x Y. The space of time scales consists of all intervals ~- -- [nl, nz] in the 
set of integers 7Z, so that nl -< n2. The space of processes consists of all mappings rr: 
[nl ,  n2] ~ X × Q x Y: n ~ (x~, q.,  y.)  defined for any given initial state So = (xn,, 
q., ,  yn,) and process on the input (x.,, x~, + 1, x~, + 2 . . . . .  Xn2) SO that (x. + 1, qn + l, y .  + 1) 
= (x~+,, h(x.+l ,  qn), 8(xn+l, q.)). Here h: X x Q---~ Q, 8: X x Q---~ Y. The automaton, 
therefore, is a deterministic system for every given input process. An automaton A is 
usually defined as A = (X, Q, Y, h, 8) (in the structure sense A = (X, Q, Y; h, g)), and 
morphisms of the automaton A1 = (X1, Q1, Y1; h.i, 81) into the automaton A2 = (X2, Q2, 
Y2; h2.82) is an array of mappings f = ( f , ,  f2, f3) so that f~: XI ~ X2, f2: QI --~ Qz, 
f3". Y1 ~ Y2 and the diagram 
QJ ~' ~x l  × Qi ~' )Yi  
Qz ~' >X2 x Q2- -~Y~_  
is commutative.  Of course, these morphisms are morphisms in the category of automaton 
systems, but our category has additional morphisms. 
7.2. Turing machines 
The elements base of a machine consist of the reading head (or head) H and a tape 
infinite in both directions; each element, or cell, of a tape is defined by an integer z E 
2Z. So, the elements base is a set {H} x 2Z (there is no arcs). The space of states of H is 
a set Q = {qo . . . . .  qm}, the space of states of any z ~ 7z is a set A = {ao . . . . .  a,}. 
The space of available states is defined as follows. All ceils but a finite number are in the 
state ao, the head may be in any state q,. E Q and observes the cell z. So, any available 
state of the machine may be uniquely described by the word 
Xz- IXz - l+  IXz- l+2 "'" Xz -  lyzXzXz+ 1 "'" Xz+k, (*) 
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where x~ ~ A,  Yz ~ Q, x~-t ~ ao, z~+k ~ ao. This word means that the head observes the 
cell z and is in the state y~; the state of any cell t < z - I and t > z + k is ao; Xz-~ is the 
first and Xz+k is the last state not equal to ao. So, the space of available state S is equivalent 
to all words of the (*) type. We will call two words X~l-t, "'" x~-~yz,Xz~ "" Xz,÷kl and 
Xz~-l~ "'" xz~-~yz~Xz~ "'" Xz:+k:, and corresponding states Sl ~ S and s2 E S equivalent if l 
= 11 = 12, kl = k2 = k and x~,-i  = xz~-~ for i = 1 . . . . .  1, y~ = Yz:, xz,+i = xz:+i for 
i = 1, . . . , k. The spaces of time scales T and processes I I  for the system are defined 
by the following. Relation R "Sl and sz are equivalent" is equivalence. Let S = S/R  be 
a factor set. Any time scale r and process "rr are defined for a given class ~ E S and the 
machine matrix T. The machine matrix T consists of elements t(a~, qs) for elements ao, 
• . • ,an ,  q~ . . . .  ,qm;  
t(ai, qs) = qr (a i ,  cb)U(ai, qs), 
where U(a i ,  q j )  is equal to ap(al, qs), i.e., to some " let ter"  ap for p depending on ai and 
qs, or to " r "  (it means " r ight" )  or to "1"  (it means " lef t" ) .  
Matrix T is an operator of S into S: 
T(xz - t  "'" Xz - lq ja iXz+ 1 "'" Xz+k)  
f Xz - I  "'" Xz - lq rapXz+l  "'" Xz+k 
= Xz - I  "'" Xz - la iq rXz+l  "'" Xz+k 
Xz  -- 1 " "• qrXz  - I a iXz  + k """ Xz + k 
if U(ai, cb) = ap 
if U(ai, qs) = r 
if U(ai, cb) = l 
Any process ":r E H is defined for a given initial state s o = x °_t ~o . o vo o • •• .~z_ lyz~ z ". ,  Xz+k 
and consists of sequence s °, Ts °, TZso . . . . .  Tnso such that the state of the head in Tnso 
equals to qo, and for any i < n the state of the head in T~so is not equal to qo. So, qo is 
the "s top"  state. 
Therefore, for any g ~ S = S/R  we have the positive number n(g) (which may be equal 
to infinity), so that s, Ts, TEs . . . . .  Tn~)s, where s ~ g is a process of the system• Hence,  
the space of time scales of the system consists of all integer intervals In, n(g) + n] for 
any n ~ 7Z. and g E S. The space of processes I-I consists of all mappings 7r ~ I I  
7r: [n, n(g) + n] ~ S: k---> ~r(k) = T~-ns ,  
where s E g. A Turing machine, therefore, is a deterministic system. For example, if A 
= {0, 1}, a = {qo, q~, q2} 
q~ q2 
and g = ql 11, then 
T = 0 q2r qol 
1 qlr  q2r 
T( . . .  0q l l l0  • . . )  = ( . . .  01ql l0 . . . ) ,  
T2(.. .  0q l l l0  . . . )  = ( . . .  011ql0 . . . ) ,  
T3(.. .  0q~ll0 . . . )  = ( . . .  0110q200.. . ) ,  
T4( . . .0q~l l0 . . . )  = ( . . .0110qo l0 . . . ) ,  
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and so the sequence 
( . . .0q l l l00 . . . ) , ( . . .01q~100. . ) , ( . . .  l l q l00 . . . ) ,  
( . . .0110q210. . . ) , ( . . .0110qo|0 . . . )  
is a process of the system. 
7.3. Di f fe rence  schemes  
Difference schemes is a large class of systems very important in mathematics and 
physics. For example, von Neuman cellular automata re a subclass of difference schemes; 
finite difference quations are another important subclass. For simplicity, I will define 
difference schemes on a plane. 
The elements base of a system is a set of all integer pairs (m, n), i.e., B = 7/  x 7/ 
= 7/2. The space of available states for any element, for simplicity, is supposed to be 
the same and equal to a set E, i.e., Eo,.,) = E. The space of available states is 
S -- m,n~ E(m,n) = E zzx~ ( 2 
The space of time scales consists of all intervals in 7/,  i.e., all subsets [n, m] C 7/,  n E 
7/,  m E 7/, m -> n. For definition of the space of processes, I define the notion "template"  
and vicinity of an element (m, n). A template V is a finite subset in 7/2, i.e., V C 7/2 
containing the origin (the element (0, 0)). The vicinity of an element (m, n) is a subset 
V(m,m = (re, n) + V = {( i ,k) : i  = m + t ,k  = m + r , ( t , r )  ~ V} 
Given a mapping F: E v ~ E.  By using the bijection K(,,,,m: V ~ V(m,.): (i, j) ~ (i + 
m, j + n), we define the function F(,.,.): E v'm'") ---> E: u ---> F<m,.) (u) = F(u'K¢m,.)) .  If s E 
S, i.e., s: 7/2 ___> E and s I v,m..> is the restriction of s on V<m,.), then for every (m, n) we 
have F(,...) (sl v,m..,) = F (s l  V,m..,'K(m,.)) E E.  Therefore, if 3:712 ~ E: (m, n) ---> 
F(s  [ V~m,.>'K~r.,n)), then % E S,  so,  we can define the operator 
T: S ~ S: s --> T(s), 
where T(s) (m, n) = F (s  I V(m,,o'K(m,n)) " 
Any process ~r of the system is defined for any initial state s o E S by the relation 
7r: [ni, n2] --> S: n ---> T" - " ' (So) .  
A difference scheme, therefore, is a deterministic system. Let, for example, 
[U~+o(X, y) - Uo(x ,  y)] 
O 
[U , (x  + h i ,  y) - 2U~(x, y) + U , (x  - h i ,  y)] 
+ [U.~(x, y + h2) - 2U.~(x, y) + U.~(x, y - h2)] 
for x = mhl ,  y = nh2, T = tO, (m, n) ~ I/,2, t E [n~, n2], be a difference approximation 
for the differential equation OU/07. = oEU/Ox 2 + 02U/Oy 2 (7.0 ~-~ 7- --~ 7-1, (x, y) (~ RE). 
Defining the template V -- {(0, 0), (l, 0), (0, 1), ( -1 ,  0), 0, -1)}, a mapping l: V---> 
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R, i.e., l E R v and I = (l~o,o), lo,o), l(o.,, I¢-1.o), l(o,-~)), and the mapping F: Rv---> R: l 
F(l), where 
F(l) = 1 - 20  h-~ + hE,] l(oo) + ~ (lo,0, + 1(-i,o)) + ~ (I(o.1) + 1~o,-1)), 
we transfer the difference quation to the difference scheme with the processes 
st+l(m, n) = (1 - 20 h2 + h2'] st(m,n) + -~l (st(m + 1, n) 
+ st(m - l ,n)) + (~)  (st(m,n + 1) + st(m,n - 1)), 
where 
st(m, n) = Uto(mhl, nh2). 
8. SOME RESULTS OF THE SYSTEMS THEORY 
8. I. Category of evolutionary relation families 
Let H(O, S; lrI), where O = (T, Er;  E~, G) be a space of time scales, fI be a space ot 
processes in S; .r E T; t, be an initial value for E~ (we assume that every time set E, has 
initial value); IL be a set of processes on E~; and S, be a set of initial values of all processes 
of H~, i.e., s E S, if and only if there is ~r E 1-/, and s = "r(t,). For every ~- E T and t 
E~ we have correspondence F,(t): ST ~ S: s ~ {s': s' = "tr(t) for some "rr E FL and "rr(t0 
= s}. Hence, for every space of processes 11 = (O, S; I~I) there exists a structural set F 
= (O, S; f ,  I~), where f E 13(T x ~3(S)) is a mapping of T into 13(S), f('r) = S,; and 1 ~ E 
13(T x ~r  x 13(S x S)) is a partial mapping whose domain consists of pairs (-r, t) for 
which "r E T, t E E~. The value I~('r, t) = F,(t) is a graph whose domain is S~ (i.e., prtF,(t) 
= S,). Structural set F = (O, S; f ,  F) will be called the evolutionary relation family. A 
canonical morphism ear: F1 --~ F2 consists of three mappings ear = (fr, f:~T, fs), where 
fr: T1 -~ T2, fxr: XTI ~ XT2, fs: Sl ~ 52 SO that eao = (fr, fxr) is canonical morphism 
of Ot into O2 in category of space of time scales, and diagrams 
l "l l f.~ (,1~ × ,Id ~ 
13(S,) ~c f3($2) f3(S~ × S,) ~< ~($2 × $2) 
are c6mmutative. 
If  ean = ( f r ,  fzT, fs) is a canonical morphism +n: H1 --~ H2 of space of processes Hi 
into H: and F1 and F2 are corresponding evolutionary relation families, then ean: F1 --> F2 
is a canonical morphism of FI into I'2. Hence, if F(O, S) is a category of evolutionary 
relation families, we have the functor F: II(O, S) ~ F(O, S). 
The restriction of F on deterministic processes leads to an isofunctor. Namely, the 
space of processes FI is called a deterministic space if for every "r E T and s ~ S, there 
exists the unique process "rr E IL with the initiial value s = w(t¢). 
For deterministic space H correspondences F,(t) are mappings (operators) and will be 
denoted by A~(t). In addition, A~(t~) = ls, is an identical operator on ST. Therefore, we 
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have the category of evolutionary operator families A(O, S) with objects (O, S; f ,  A), 
where A(n-, t) = A~(t). 
The functor F: Ha(O, S) ~ A(O, S) of the category of space of deterministic processes 
Ha(O, S) into the category of evolutionary operator families A(O, S) is an isofunctor. The 
inverese functor F -1 is determined by the following: If (O, S; f ,  A) is an object of A(O, 
S), then for every "r E T and s E S, we have ~ E I-L if and only if ~: • ~ S: t ~ A~(t)s. 
So, we have (O, S; 1¢I), where I] = tA~Er I-L is an object of Ha(O, S). 
8.2. Space o f  t ime-discrete processes 
Let I be the interval [1, n] or [1, ~ [ of integers, i.e., I = {m: 1 - m -< n, m ~ N} or 
I = {m: m -> 1, m ~ N}. By 5 ~t), we denote the set S (t) = tA,et S ". I f l  = [1, ~ [, then 
S m = S* - A, i.e., the set of words in S of finite non-zero length. Language in S of 
length I is a set L C S ~). 
For a language L in S of length I we introduce the space of time scales OL = (I, 
seg(N); Et, G) where seg(N) is the set of intervals [1, n] of integers for every n E N, El: 
I ~ seg(N): n ~ En = [1, n] and G~ is the ordinary order on E~. If l E L and l E S", 
then we may construct ~r~: [1, n] ~ S: m ~ pr,~l. Here prm: S* - -  A ~ S: (S  1 . . . . .  St) 
Sm for t --> m. Thus, for a language L C S (t), we have the space of processes YIL = 
(OL, S; L). 
We say of a space of processes 11 = ((T, Er; Er,  G), S, H) as of  space o f  t ime-discrete 
processes,  if for every -r @ T the set of times E, is a finite set. Hence, every language in 
S corresponds to some space of time-discrete processes. 
Now let II be a space of time-discrete processes. For every "r E T let U,: E, ~ [1, 
I E,  ] ], where I E,  I is a number of elements in E,,  be an isomorphism in the category of 
ordered sets. Introduction of equivalence relation R('rrl, ~rz) on II ('rr~: "rl ~ S, "rr2:"r2 
S) 
"IT1 ~ ~r2(mod R) ¢:> T£1"W~l 1 = 'Tr2"U~21 
gives the factor set FUR which is a language in S. Hence, every space of time-discrete 
processes in S corresponds to some language in S; the length of this language is I = 
supper U~(E,). 
Let for every n E IFn = (Gn, S, S) be a correspondence in S, i.e., for every z E G, 
(z = (sl, s2) for some sl E S, s: E S). The family of correspondences ((Gn, S, S))nez 
is called a parallel- layer graph in S, if for every n E I - 1 the relation pr2G~_ ~ D prlGn 
is correct. The last relation means that, if (x, y) E G,,  then there exists an element z E 
S and (z, x) ~ G,_  1, or if an arc for x belonging to layer n is an output from x, then x 
should have an input from the layer n - 1, (z, x) for instance. 
Let for paralleMayer graph ((G,, S, S,))net in S the sequence ((s~, s2), (s2, s3) . . . . .  
(sk-~, sk)) be a way from sl to sk i.e., (si, si+~) E Gi, i = I . . . . .  k - 1, such that there 
are no outputs from sk. For this way we have a word s~s2. . .  Sk in S. All such ways 
constitute a language in S. Thus, every parallel-layer graph in S corresponds to some 
language in S. On the other hand, if L is a language in S, then let L~ be a set of words 
of length not less than n. Let G~ = {(s,-1, s,): s~_~ = pr~_~l, s~ = pr~l for l E L,}, 
therefore, we receive the parallel-layer graph ((G,, S, S))~ez. 
Parallel-layer graph is a structural set (S; G) with G E [3(I x 13(S x S)) and G is a 
mapping of I into [3(S x S), so that G(n) = Gn. 
The relation constructed above between parallel-layer graphs and languages in S is an 
isofunctor. 
Let F = (G, S, S) be a graph in S, i.e., a relation with the same domain and range. 
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Let  W be a set of ways in the graph F, i.e., for every element w E W there exists a family 
(s,,),elw of elements Sn ~ S for some I,, = [1, n,,] for which w = ((sl, sz), (s2, s3) . . . .  ), 
where (s,._ 1, si) E G for i E lw. Let I = supwEw Iw, and for every i E I, let W,- be a part 
of W every element w of which has not less than i arcs, i.e., w E Wi ¢:~ (pr iw  exists). 
Then, by constructing Gn = {(s,_l,  s,): s , _ l  = prn- lw ,  s ,  = pr ,  w for w ~ W,}, we 
receive a parallel-layer graph ((G,,  S, S)),et.  Hence, every graph F = (G, S, S) and a 
set W of ways in it corresponds to some parallel-layer graph. Conversely, for every parallel- 
layer graph ((G,,  S, S)),ez, we may construct he graph F = (G, S, S), where (x, y) E 
G if and only if there exists n E I for which (x, y) E Gn. 
For a parallel-layer graph there is the set of ways - -  
W = {((sl, s2), (s2, s3) . . . . .  (si, si+l)): (s j ,sz)  E Gi . . . . .  (sn, sn+j)  E G . . . . .  }. 
Hence,  two constructions, the parallel-layer graph and the graph with a given set of ways 
in it, are equivalent. 
A program in S is a mapping f :  S --~ S ÷ = U~=o S n. The set S e C S for every element 
s of which it is true f ( s )  = A = S ° is called the set  o f  s tops .  The set S t C S for every 
element s of which it is true f ( s )  ~ S = is called the set  o f  loops.  The set S d = S - S e 
- S t is called own domain .  
For every s E S d, we have f ( s )  = st(s)  . . . S,~s) (s), and so ss l (s)  . . . Sn~s) (s) E S*.  
Therefore, every program f in S corresponds to some language L in S. Each word I 
E L begins with any element s E S d, and for such s there exists the unique word sl(s) in 
L. 
Conversely,  if L is a language in S that has the single word l = sl(s) with the same 
first sign, then, if S d is a set of first signs of words from L, we may construct he program 
f :  S d ~ S*: s ~ l(s). Hence, the two constructions, programs in S and languages in S, 
are equivalent. 
In the set of programs in S some composit ion laws may be introduced and they may 
be transformed to other constructions cited above. 
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